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Barry Brown

Barry Brown is a player character played by Notamedicalprofessional.

Barry Brown
Species & Gender: ID-SOL

Date of Birth: YE 44.05.12
Organization: Nepleslian Space Marine Corps / Blackguard
Occupation: Marine Gunner

Rank: E2
Current Placement: NSS Big Deal

Preferred Plots:

Blackguard1.

Physical Description

Barry Brown is a very noticeable figure, standing at a towering seven foot five and weighing around one
eighty kilos, and one of the newer creations from the ID-SOL program. Sporting a very wide shouldered
and athletic build, Barry was created only to fight; and it is shown in his physique. Lacking some of the
scars you'd expect on an ID-SOL operative, considering his younger age compared to some of the more
experienced soldiers of his 'species', Barry is quite young for ID-SOL; recently being created.

Auburn Ginger hair neatly wrapped into a pony-tail pairs nicely with his fair, and almost pale,
complexure; with freckles dotted across his constantly sun-burned body. He's also very recognisable for
his heterochromia, though this is not because of a natural condition; but rather mismatched cybernetic
eyes. One eye is pea-green, and one eye is a dim blue. These eyes give him much further seeing
distance, and Infared Vision.

Personality

Barry is often described as a gentle-giant, and yet is also contrastingly described as someone with an
explosive temperate. While both are true in a sense, it happens to go a lot deeper than that. Barry was
bred for war, and that shows through his extremely masculine personality. He also struggles with an
explosive temper, as stated before, and thus struggles with most emotions; not just anger.

Barry will, however, stand up for those he considers weaker than him or those he considers family, which
is a very loose term considering he doesn't actually have a family.

Because of not only the nation he belongs to, but also because of the very nature of his creation, Barry is
extremely loyal; to the point where it could even be considered as a weakness. He is very gung-ho, and
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you could probably find his photo in the dictionary next to the word Machismo if you tried hard enough
to find it.

Barry always attempts to find the most direct resolution to most conflicts, though this doesn't mean he's
an idiot either; it's just what he's built for.

Utter Carnage.

History

Barry was 'born' on YE 44.05.12 on the planet of Nepleslia Prime. Created in a vat and purely designed
for war, Barry didn't have the childhood he always dreamed of, rather having no childhood instead.
Trained practically from creation in not only the art of warfare, but also most other things children are
taught; Barry was quite average when it came to his intelligence. It took two years for Barry's training to
be completed; and he was then let loose in the world.

It didn't take long for him to try to enlist. Apparently anger issues, super soldier and the civilian populace
don't mix well; so he ended up enlisting. Because of his 'unique' background, Barry was selected for
Blackguard. Despite the unit's elusive background as an elite unit, picking new people like Barry wasn't
unheard of either. Someone like Barry could be extremely useful for the unit if properly trained, after all.

Social Connections

Barry does not have any connections. He was born in a pod, and struggled to make friends.

Inventory & Finance

Clothing

Uniform

2 Pullover shirt, green, with rank patches on shoulder pads and name plate
4 T-Shirts, white
4 underwear, white
2 Khaki cargo pants
1 Beret, green, with flash patch
1 NSMC Field Cap, Type 33
1 pair gloves, leather, brown
1 pair boots, brown
6 pair boot Socks, white
1 Belt, dark brown
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1 Nepleslian Dress Uniform (YE 33) (full outfit with white pistol belt, gloves, pants, and boots)
1 space suit, EM-G7 Emrys Environ suit

Bunkwear

2 Tank tops, green, with fleet number on the right chest
2 Pairs of ankle length pajama pants, khaki
1 Pair of slip-on flexi-shoes, black

Workout/Swim

2 Short-sleeved mocks with fleet number on the right chest, Green
2 Work-out shorts, black
4 pairs green ankle Socks
1 pair green low-top sneaker shoes
1 Pair of trunks, green, fleet number on right leg

Weapons and Weapon Accessories

1 M115 SPAID
1 Utility Combat Knife M01A
1 Marine Combat Axe Model 01c
1 Automatic Pistol, ESG "Easy Sub-Machine Gun", steel, with 2 extra JHP magazines

Bags

1 duffel bag
1 Laundry Bag

Accessories

1 pair identification tags, metal, with name and hometown
1 Canteen, 1 quart
1 AwesomeCorp DataJockey
P7 Pamphlet
1 Wallet with the Marine Corps Insignia plated on it.
Starting pay of: 6000 DA

OOC Information

In the case Notamedicalprofessional becomes inactive:
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Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? NO

Character Data
Character Name Barry Brown
Character Owner Notamedicalprofessional
Character Status Active Player Character
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Nepleslian Personnel Database System
Career Status Active Duty
Branch NSMC
Rank Private First Class
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